MINUTES MultiLepton/DiBoson meeting 13/10/10

@LLR: Christophe, Yves, Arabella, Andrea, Lamia, Thomas, David, Claude, Philippe, Stephanie
EVO: Ivica, Damir, Roko, Roberto (didn't quite look maybe missing someone) 

GENERAL NEWS:
-----------------------
- suit up day! :) congrats to Christophe and Roberto! 
- message from higgs convenors: don't have fun any more :)

ROBERTO (news + 4l road):
------------------------------------
- new samples skimmed and treeed (cf slides)
- pbs of generation in the Higgs samples --> will be relaunched 
- plots shown with 7pb-1 of data and new QCD samples (em-enriched and b-c):
	. seems that there is a factor 5 wrt to precedent QCD +  more QCD in the tails --> disappear with
more iso /id?
	. doesn't change the overall agreement
- Z + 1 e plots --> 2 interesting  events at Mt 80 to look
- fake rate: 
	. maybe needs little more explanation
	. to look: error computation + disagreement in the tight iso cut 
	. main message in that Z+2jets can be established with Z and Z+1 jet data measurement


IVICA (E-p combination): 
-------------------------------
- plots of Z mass separated for different pt bins --> combination is better at low pt (<30) as expected
- to look : E  bins instead of Pt
- working group on Higgs cross sections and BR --> new results


ARABELLA (seeding + WZ analysis):
-----------------------------------------------
- some kind of weird behavior in seeding --> seeding for all tracks/ gsf tracks/ electrons tracks (under study)
- question : dependance on the final state?
- WZ analysis: 
	. comparison between HZZeID and WP points 
	. 1 very interesting 3e event : 2e WP95 and 1e HZZid but not WP95( probably not passing the sietaieta)--> deeper look+ event display + check if it is in Roberto's events  . first WZ?


CHRISTOPHE (Z T&P):
-----------------------------
- update lumi to 7pb-1 and new QCD samples : good agreeement after tight isolation cut 
- raised the pb of the trigger (which IMO is very important) : triggers are changing very fast (name, algo, threshold...) --> how to merge differents datasets (2010A and B for example) and deal with MC comparison? for the moment no explicit trigger requirement  on top of PD EG.
- distributions of key variables for Z electrons: agreement very good , except for deltaeta in the barrel --> to propagate to PVT and Egamma. --> pb of preprod vs prod or runA vs run B?? under study.
- very interesting comparison of HZZeID and VBTF points efficiencies vs pt and eta--> good agreeement for HZZ eId, some disagreement for VBTF --> coming from deltaeta? seems not only. In any case HZZeID efficiency always higher. have to be prepared for the well know fake rate question.

